
9. Particles, Interjections and
Onomatopoeic Words

9.1 Stru~tural Particles .
Structural particles are function words used to 'express the

structural or grammatical relationship between components of a
sentence~ The three most common;; structural particles in
Putonghua are a9, i&, and ti- - all pronounced de, in the neu
tral tone.

Looking at structural particles from the point of view of HP
orthography, two' points require consideration: ·1) the question of
separation in writing, which is treated -m'the following section;
and 2) the question ofwheth~rtodifferentiate thethree~ de's in
writing. These three homophonous particles are represented by

three·different characters:in writin~;would it perhaps be useful to
create three different HP forms to differentiate them in Hp1writ
ing? The basic principle of HP orthography :is to take the lan
guage's sound system as the basis for spelling,and.by this stand
ard the three particles ng , :l& , and ~ should· all be written
identically as "de." But it may be desirable in certain, situations
(such as Chinese-language word processing and other computer
applications, and in machine translation) to differentiate the
three. In this case, they may be assigned different written forms:'
~,the most commonly used, as "dn; it!! as "din (an alternate pro
nunciation of this character); and the third, ~ ,as "de."

Below follows a discussio.n of the usage and written forms of
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the three de's and other common structural particles of Putong

hua. , '.
1) ,de·~

This particle. occurs with higher frequency than any other

in Putonghua, and its usages are· more varied and complex than

those of any other. According to sta,tistical data, de ~ has a fre

quency of occurrence of 60/0. in written 'Putonghua; that is, de,~
appears on an average of once in every' 17-18 words.

The principal function of de.IW is to link attributivewords.or
phrases with their head words or phrases. The attributive pre

ceding de ~may be a noun" pronoun,: verQ~' Qr adjective or a
phrase functioning aSjany of these, .a: numeral-measure word

phrase, prepositional.·phrase, or, a 'number of. other .possibilities.

The head word or phrase is alw~ys a noun or noun phrase~ The
relationship between attributive and.head word can be possessive,
modifying, restrictive, or other. l',

Researchers of HP orthography have in the past set up rules
to govemwhen de,a9should be written together, with the attribu

tive preceding!and when the two should be written separately;
.years of practical application, however, have proved these rules to

be needlessly complex"and ultimately unnece,ssary. For this rea
son, to the. basic, rules of HP orthography has been added. one
that states: when de ago functions as a structural particle, it is al
ways written separately from the words that precede and follow

it. (There are·a verysmaU number of exceptions to this rule; these
will be discussed· below.) In the' following sectiQn, 'the various
kinds of attributive constructions in which de a9 appears are con
sidered one by one;' according' to the' nature o( their attributive
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component.

a. Noun or noun phrase + de
Attributive constructions of this type may be posse'ssive,' re-

strictive, or modifying in nature.. Some examples of usage:

dldi de.shObClo ·~~tJP=J:S§ (younger brother's bookbag); .

renmin de quanti ~~A:Jtt~J (rights of the people);

gou dejioosheng ~A:J1I4p.i (the barking ofa do~);

huClr de xiClngwei ~A:J.w~ (fragrance of flowers);

mama de oi ~~A:J~ {mother'slove);

zumu de sl .t!i~A.9~ {death ora grandmother}; ;

huli de weiba ~~~J!B (foxtail);

diondengde gUClng ~~~J't'(Iamplight};

xln de neir6ng ffi~ ~?(J.. (contents ofa letter);

zhoopion de beimian mut a91rMf (back of a photograph);

tie.de:langan ~BP~ff (iron: railings);

suliao de wanju ~~BPmA (plastic toy,s);

Ilshi dejrngyan ~~~~~ (the experience of history);'

.dongbian de shuUn ~~~~* (the forest to the east); ,

tianshang de fengzheng ~+A.9JXt~. (kites in the.sky);

jrnnian de jlhua -t~~ltttl (this.years program);

bangwan de xiam~a91!t (evening clouds);
XiaoWang de rnO /J\.'¥ap~ (Xiao Wang's mother); I

Li Ming de lunwen ~~~~)( (Li Ming's dissertation);

Huang He·de·shui ~~~7j( (the:waters of the Yellow River);

Beijing Shl de shlzhang ~.~Jf.:rp~rn* (the.mayor of Beijing);

chuan shang. de chengke RP+aJJ*$ (the passengers on the
boat); .

dlqiushang de shengwu ~¥+~~!Jm {the living creatures:of
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the earth);

damen woi de shishlzi ~ rJ ~~ ~E JIjT (the .stone' lions out

side the gate);

wugui dionche de chepioo ~ $]L t:{! !f= BJJ$ ~ (trolley bus

ticket); .

gaoshe jiguanqiang de zTdan ~~ f!L~~ ap =t ,. (bullets of

the antiaircraft machine gun);

Zhonghua Renmin Gonghegu6 de zhuxi sf·~~~~~~ap±
fIG (Chairman of the People's Republic of China);

Honzu he Zongzu de yuyan yanjio~~~~~api§~liJf~(lin

guistic research of the Han and Tibetan nationalities);

xTn xio de 16ufang de yangtai ~f~ tf.9~~ BJJ fJa fl (the balco

nies of the newly constructed building).

de ~ is written separately from a preceding noun ·or noun

phrase even when the head word following is omitted: '

We yoo moi Zhongwen de, bu moi woiwen de.fJG~~ sf~
tIJ1, /F~~r~ ap 0 (I want to buy it in Chinese, not in a foreign

language.).

Below are. a few more examples of "noun + de" construc

tions. These are relatively unusual usages, as can be seen from the

fact that the English translations give no suggestion of the pres

ence of the particle de ~ in the original. Here again, de- ~ is

written separately:

Dajia dou koi Lao Wang de wanxioo. :*~ tIS 7f~ "* BJJ m
~o (Everybody's making fun of Lao Wang.);

Jfntion wanshang, qu kon geju Baimaono, Xioo Liu ,de

Xi'er, Xioo Zhang de DochOn. ~xf!!tL~~lIXitJ «8 ~j(», IJ\
~J ap~ JL, I~\ ~ ap:* # 0 {We're going to see the opera The
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White-Haired Girl tonight, with Xiao Liu as Xi'er and Xiao

Zhang as Dachun.).'

b) Pronoun or pronoun phrase + de
Attributive constructions' of this type are very close in form

to noun or noun phrase + de constructions. A few examples:

wo'demuqtn ~~-HJ:~ (my mother);

ni de yusan {~aJJf:ffi~ (your umbrella);

to de qushi 1l!B~~1it (her death);

women dezugu6 ~i(J~mlE {our country};

shui de qionbi if£tt9m~(whose pencil);

zlji de shir I¥J.~~$ (one's own affairs);

zheyang derso )$~~A (people of that sort);

zemeyang de xingge ~~*fa~Ji1:~ (what sort of a tempera
ment);

to zlji de cubwu f~ ~ 9~m~ (his ownmistak~);

women dajio de kanfa~i(l~~~;j~ (our opinion);

to he wo de laoshi 11hf:Jl~ap~Vi1i (his and my teacher; or pos

sibly, he and my teacher);

buguOn ni WQ de shir l' 3.C{~~ tIP • (no affair of yours or
mine).

de ~ is written separately from a preceding pronoun or pro

noun phrase even when the head word following is omitted:

W6 de huai Ie, jie ni de ybngyong. ~ aJJ~7, ffi~ tIJ1.ffl m0

(Mine's broken; let me borrow yours.).

A few examples of less typical "pronoun + de" constructions
(compare them to the "noun + den constructions above):

Bie koi ta de wanxiao! §JIJ*11Bapm~o (Don't make fun of
him!);
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JintiOn kaihui shi shur de zhuxr? ~ 7C*~~. itE ap .3:: J1C 0

(Who~s the chairman of the meeting today?);

Yi do dUi po xie, Ion wozi shenme de. -*ij£~tE~~T1)

~ BJJ 0 (a pile ofworn-out shoes, old socks and such).

c. Verb or verb phrase + de
Attributive constructions of this type are either restrictive or

modifying in· nature:

chong de ger p~apIIX (the song being sung);

xuexr de cailioo~.3? BJ1~3fSI. (materials for study);

qianjin de daolu 1f!jJ~Ht~:i!tIm (the path of advance);

jiloi de xln ~*ap1~ (the letterthat was sent);

chengzhe de san ~,ap* (the umbrella being carried);

dapole de won fJ~Tap~ (the bowl that was broken); .

z6ujlnlai de ren ~~*apA (the person who came in);

zhenglT hoo de sho ~~io/B:9 45 (the books that have been ar
ranged);

kon huer de ren~~).LBJ1A (the person looking at the flow
ers);

moi coi de laot6ur~~B:9~~)L (the old man selling vegeta
bles);

chi ch6ngzi de zhiwu iJ?:.!!lTB:9m~ (insectivorous plants);

do dianbao de feiyong fJ~tIlBJJJtm (telegraph fee);

dasao weisheng de gongzuo renyuan fJ~~$BJ1If'FA1Jj,(san

itation personnel).

de I¥.J is written separately from a preceding verb or verb phrase

even when the head words following is omitted:

moi huer de ~~BJJ (flower seller);

do lanqiu de fJ~¥B:9 (basketball player);
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kai ch6uduOnpu de ~~~~a}J (silk store proprietor);

moi b~icoi, lu6bo de ~$~~ rap (the person who sells tur:.
nips and Chinese cabbage);

Chi de, chuOn de, yong de, yangyang dou you. ~ ap , '$f ap ,
.m a<J, ;f-f;f-f t151=f 0 (They have all kinds of food,. clothing, and. . ,

other items of use.);

Wei, lai de shl shui? ntl, 7fEtfJJ~ifE? (Who's there?);

Ting, chang de lihl Jfngju «H6ngmeijl» .I!JT, p~ ~ ~ Jj(i'J
«!I: :f1i it!»0 (Listen, it's the Peking opera "Tale of Red Plum

Blossoms" they're singing.).

A few examples of less typical "verb + de" usages:

We zu6tianjinde cheng. ~1$:X~ap~o

(I went downtown yesterday.);

Xiao Wang jfnnian kao de daxue.

IJ\£~~'ap*~o

(Xiao Wang was accepted into college this year.);

Wazi Ii de ren, ka de ka, jiao de jiao.

J.gr!l!fflA. , ~~*, p.4~P1-L

(Some. of the people in the room were crying, some

shouting.);

Huar dOu luo Ie, xia yu xia de.

ftJLtJSft T, ""fmu-f tfJJo
(The flowers have all been beaten off the trees by the rain.); '\
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Yanjing doujlnshile,kan sho k6n de.

DltnRmJlitJAl,T, ~~~~o
(I'm. nearsighted from too much reading.).

d. Adjective or adjective phrase + de

Attributive constructions of this type are modifying or de-

scriptive in nature. A few examples:

h6ng de huo ~~~ (red flowers);

10 de yezi ~~~T (green leaves);

hoo de banfo .1lf~~\~ (a good solution);

xIn de wenti ~~ I'iil:li (a new problem);

meili de chengshi ~B.B~JJ!1if (a·beautiful city);

qiOnxo de ren ",~apA (a modestperson);

xingfU de shenghu6 ~~ap~m (a happy life);

xueboi de zhi ~$ ap~ (snow-white paper);

wanwOn de meimao ~'~fr§j=e (arched eyebrows);

huongdengdeng de guzi ~~~~~T (golden.millet); .

zui goo de shonfeng l!l iI!'i~ r1I~ (highest peak);

bu qIngjie de shrwu f'~ap~!JfJ.1 (unsanitary food);

shifen kexI de shlr t?t~~tIP. (a truly unfortunate occur
rence);

zheyang zhengui de lipin ~ f:FJ~~ tIP *L ~ (such precious
gifts);

liongjIn zhong de Hyu ~JT'~MiJ. ;(atwo-pound carp);

tian er xiOng :de huoshengtong ~~~~ tI:, 1:. If· (sweet an<~

tasty peanut brittle);

guongr6ng er jionju de renwu 7'ft5f? ~:i!l ~ ap if* (a glorious
but arduous task);

you hei you shoudelian)4~J.Z.~~~ (a. thin, dark face); .
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wuguang-shise de hUQWU ~~t~ aJJ 11t!IWJ (all sorts of mer
chandise);

luanqibazoo de dongxi ~-tJ.\.~(JJJ*gg (things in a mess, odds

and ends).

(See Chapter 10, Idioms and Classical Elements, for the

written form of idioms like those used as adjectives in the last two
examples.) .

de ~ is written separately from a pre~ding adjective or ad-

jective phrase even when the head word following is omitted:

Zher de chenYi hen duo, w6 tiaole yi jian qianh6ng de.

;J!)La1J#~1!~, ~f:)~Y -1tJ:~~tJ:J 0

(They have a lot of shirts here; 1picked a pink one.);

V:V6liang ge haizi, da de qf sui, xiao de san sui.

JJGpij-t-~-r, ~tt.<J-J:;~, 1~\RJ1~~ 0

(I have two children; the older one is seven years old, the

younger three.).

e. Adverb + de:

1l1ai de xiguan f!J~RJ1 J3 'm (a tradition of long standing);

zanshi de kunnan 'B~tJ:JmXl .(temporary difficulties);

wanyi de jihui Jf-:~m~ (a chance in ten thousand);

yfguan de biaoxian -:1;~~~ (a persistent manifestatiori).

f. Onomatopoeic word + de

In writing, onomatopoeic words are sometimes enclosed in

quotation marks for visual effect:

"hu" deyi sheng "~"~-pr (with a whistling sound);

huahua de liushui ""np~7j( (a burbling stream);

dida didade naozhOng ,~,~npli1iJ;ft(a ticking alarm clock).
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g. Numeral-measure word phrase + de

yT zhue de cai -:-~8JJ~ (a table covered with food);

yiJian de hanshuJ ~~BJ1ffJ1< (a face covered with sweat);

yi paipai de 16ufang -:- ~~ ~f!¥J ~m (row after row of build

ings).

h. Prepositional phrase +de:

dul gu6jia de gongxian )(~ ~ ~.BJ1 :9t ~ (devotion to one's

country); .

guanyu dlzhen de zhTShi~f ~~ 8JJ~ iJt (knowledge about

earthquakes).

i. Subj~ct-predicate construction +de:

we xihuan de xiezi ~'~BJ11i!ET (the shoes llike);

to fobiao de wenzhong f1B~ ~aJL)( -= (the article he pub
lished);

binghao chI de fan~"p?aptli (the patient's diet);

gongye fazhan de sudu ~~~ R!! ap if It (the speed with

which industry develops);

Li Mingjingxin shejl de tu'an f~'J~'~i)8JJOO~ (the de-

sign Li Ming painstakingly worked up). .

de Il9 is written separately from a preceding subject-predi

cate construction even when the head word following is omitted:

To shuO de we tTng bu qTngchu. ft&~ ap ~ I!JT ~ ~ 1l 0 (I

couldn't hear clearly what he was saying .).

de ~ is written together with the component it follows only

in the following cases:

yeude 1f~ (some): Yeude ren tanxl, youde ren liulei.~!¥JA

f!)t ~~" ~ B!J A jRtm0 (Some people were sighing, while others
wept.).
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shide ~~ (yes, certainly): Shlde, w6 jiu quo ~ aJJ, ~iNt~ 0

(Certainly, I'll 'go right away.).

shlde1Pl~ (like, as): Xiang h6uzishlde, tiaolai tiaoqu. fl~

rftuB:J, 1lfJE*~E"* 0 (Jumping around, just like a monkey.).

2) de!&

The principal function of this particle is to link an adverbial

modifier to "the verb or adjective it modifies. de Jtk is always

written separately from the ele~ents preceding and following it.

The various kinds of de construction are dis~ussed one·by one be

low, according to the nature of the adverbial' modifier.

8. Noun or noun phrase +de'

This construction is only seldom used:

kexue de lunzheng ff~~~iiE (scientifically demonstrate);

bufen de jiejue ~5t~ffRt}c (partially solve);

xfngshlzhuyl de kon wentf ~~$~:ltf!~foJI]i (look at issues

from a formalistic viewpoint);

yi ge zi yi ge zl de nian -: t ~ -:l'T~~ (read word by

word);

yi jia yi hu de soucho -:~-:~~tI~ (conduct a house-by

house search).

b. Verb or verb phrase + de: ..

This construction too is seldom used:

laihufde benpao 3{E~~~1M!! (run back and forth);

zhu6zhong de jiangjiang _~!!f!ijHjt: (discuss emphatically);

bu Hng de !ill 1'~~tm (flow ceaselessly);

shuo bu choloi de gaoxlng ~~ t!13fE~ jWj~ (happy though

unable to express it in words).
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c. Adjective or,adjective phrase +de

This is the most common deconstruction by far:

su(bian de kan. ~1!!~* (look over casually);

zixi de yanji01f~~li1f~ (consider carefully);

m6hu de tingjian '~~PJf.9i!: (hear indistinctly);

manman de zou ~'~~)E (walk slowly); .

qrngqrng de qiClo~~~ifa (knock gently);,

hen kuai de xuehul~~~~.~~ (master rapidly);

geng hoo de gan ~!lf:l!f!-=f (do (something) even better);

bu da yukuai de zou .Ie ~ ~ il1tr '~ ~ JE 7 (left rather

unhappily);

feichang xiangxi de jieshao ~f 1!ti;f~!!f!1r!B (present in great

detail).

d. Adverb + de

This form is. only seldom used:

gewai de gaoxing ~~~~iWi~ (especially happy);

feichang de renzhen ~.f::1!t~lA1i (extremely conscientious);

ouran de xiongqi ~f0~~jJg (recall by chance);

zaisCln de zhufu ..f!J.:- ~1YMPf;j (exhort r~peatedly);

jingchang de taolun ~'j!f!i'fit (discuss often);

jianjian de liang Ie ~~j!f!lij( 7 (slowly cooled om.

'e. Onomatopoeic word + de

"peng" de xiong Ie f'~"~IlIi!JT(banged);

(thong,'" de zhakai le"~":t!~J1=Jf7 (exploded with a boom);

"gege" de xiao "~~"~~ (chuckle);

huahua de liu "~VfL «of water) gurgle).
f. Numeral-measure word phrase + de

yi keu yr kou de chI -:- ~ -:-8 ~1lZ: .(eat bite by bite);
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yT tang yT tang de pao -:-_-:-i~U"!f~~ (make, trip after trip);

yT do pian yl do pian de. kOiken -:-.~ JJ"7'~1)~3f~ (open

up filed after field for cultivation).

g. Set phrase or idiom +de

jujlng-hulshen de Ung ~*P-i~~~J!Jf (listen with rapt atten
tion);

dianson-daosl de shuo ~ -: ~Jf1:Q~-m (talk disconnectedly);

you kuoi you hao de wancheng ~~.~Yf!!f!~ .mt (complete
quickly and well);

yue lai yue zhong de wang xia ya ~?IE~_ :l!I! fi: r ffi. (press

down harder and harder).

h Subject-predicate construction +:de:

shengyTn chondou de shun ~~~1!1-~~ (say in a trembling
voice);

liang shou y6ngjln de boi ~fJTJ~~1N (break apart with the

hands, using all onels strength).

3) de ~~

The principal function of this particle is to link a verb or ad

jective with its complement. The complement expresses

possibility, degree, or result, and· may he composed of a single

word or a phrase. The verb or adjective preceetmg de ~{J may only

be a single word, never a phrase.de ~ is in principle written

separately from the elements 'preceding and following it. The bu

~ that negates a de 1fJ.. expressing possibility is also written

separately from the elements around it. A few examples of de ~

(and bu /f' ) in use:

a. Verb + de:

Complement expressing possibility:
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no de dong*~~ (can. move);
no bu dong */f~ (can/t budge);

ting de dong /!ff~~1i (understa~d what one hears);

Ung bu dong P-8If1i (fail to understand what one hears);

chi de bao p?~~m (get enough to eat);

chr bu bao p?~'tfY. (not get enough to eat);

zhl de hoo *~j(f .(cure);

~hi bu hoo ~/f1lf (fail to cure).

Complement expressing result:

ji de ko ~~~ (worried to tears);

do de temg fJ~~ (beaten sore);

xiaode cho yon1ei~~l±Ufli~ (laugh so hard one cries);

chui de WQ t6u fayOn ~~~~~~.. (blew' until I felt dizzy).

Complement expressing degree:

pao de kuai iJ!l{,"'/:k (run fast);

shul de xiong n~~~w (sleep well);

dasao de gangon-jingjing fJ 1:=1~T T ~~ (clean up spick

and span);

xie de feichang hao ~~~~1tJ(t (written extemely well);

kan de rule mi '{~AT~ (watch entranced);

Ung gushi Hng dewolion fan ye wangle chi 1YT1&.P-!f~~~11i

-m~T Pi:Oistened so absorbedly to the story that I forgot to eat

my meal).

b. Adjective + de

Constructions of this type always express degree:

hao de hen %~~l (very good);

duO de duo %1~$ (much more);

leng de yaomlng ~1~~. (freezing cold);
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hei de kanbujian ren ~~ff~.Y.1A (so dark one can't see the
people around one);

meili de meiy6u banfaxfngr6ng ~ fl.'U ~& :fT.~ 7! ~. ~
(indescribably lovely);

gaoxing dejinjin WQzhu to desh6u shuo: "Xiexie! Xiexie!" .~~

~~~tI{E1tBa9¥iJi: IIWiM! 1M.!" (So happy I could only

grasp his hand and say, "Thank you! Thank your).

There are two main situations 'in which de ~ 'should be

written as one unit with the component that precedes or follows

it. Let us takea look at these:

(1) de ~, sometimes joins together with the verb that pre

cedes it to form a single word. Sometimes a bu ~ is interposed

between the verb and de ~:ij. to indicate negation. In either case, all

elements are written as one unit. The most common 'such words

are listed below:

d6ngde 1I~:ij. (to understand);

jlde ic~ (to remember);

jiande 9i!Af (to seem);

juede1\t~' (to feeI);
kurde ~~ (fortunately);

h~ide *~ (to'be competent (to do something);
lioode 7fJi (terrible);

miande 1Jl~~ (in order to avoid);

rende iA~ (to recognize);

shede~~ (not to grudge, willing to go without);

shTde 15f!~' (to cause);
xiande lfiq, (to seem, appear);

xioode ~~~ (to know);
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zhideUl~ (to be worth);

babude B~~' (to be very eager to);

guaibude 't¥:~~.{} (no wonder);

laibude *~~ (impermissible);

liaobude T~~ (terrific);

mianbude ~~~ (unavoidable);

shebude ~~4~ (to be reluctant);

shibude 1Y!~~ (cannot);

yuanbude~~~ (no wonder).

(2) In certain trisyllabic verb-complement ~onstructions in
which de ~~ (or the negative marker bu ~ ) forms the middlesyl.:

lable, the meaning of the complement has altered and the whole

has come to express a single concept. In this cas~,: all three sylla

bles should be written as one unit. Some of the more common ex

amples of this construction are listed below:

ji: laideji *~,~ (there's still time; to be in time);

laibuji *~~ (there's no time; to be too late);

kai: .chTdekai nz~ij.7.f (to be popular);

chTbukai nz:~7.f (be unpopular);

qi: duideqi Xif~'~(not let somebody down); .

duibuqi ~~~ (let somebody down; also, "exbuse me");

qu: guOdequ :I:t~ij.* (feel at ease); .

guobuqu :I:t~~ (feel sorry, apologetic);

shang: gandeshang iH'-!: (keep up with, catch up with);

. ganbushang Ja~J.:: .(fall behind);

xiao: chidexiao nz:~tH~ (be able to bear);

chibuxiao nz:=1'1~ (be unable to bear);

zhao: shudezhao ~~i' (be considered as);
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shubuzhao It~, (not be considered as, not c<?unt as);

zhu: kaodezhu #~~{$ (reliable);

koobuzhu #~{$ (unreliable).

4) zhI Z
This structural particle is a holdover from classical Chinese.

It is close in meaning and usage to de a9 , and in most situations

de ~ is used in preference to zhI Z . zhi Z is used only in a limit

ed number of environments. It is usually written separately from

the words around it, as:

shoonian zhI jia1".&:f:?~ (Children's Center);

wujia zhI bao 7Gtft~~ (a priceless treasure);

qian Ii zhI wai Tm~9~ (1,000!! away; very far away);

chlzi zhT xIn jffi T ~ J~' (the heart of a newborn child-·utter

innocence);

yHioo zhI zhOng :ll~:? r:p (as might be expected);

xInhOn zhI ye jf~I:?~ (wedding night);

Huoyoo shl Zhonggu6 gudoi sl do famfng zhI YI.*~~ r:p OOir
1-tmJ*~gij:?-o (Gunpowder was one of the four great in

ventions of ancient China.).

zhT Z is written as part of a .larger unit in' the' compound

fenzhI *Z (divided by) ,used in expressing- fractions. (For m~re
details, see Chapter 4, Section 3.)

5) suo JYr
This particle, is anothe"r holdover from classical Chinese. It is

most commonly seen in,written language, where it is often fol

lowed by a verb to form a verb construction. suo 1YT is usually

written separately from the verb that follows it, as:

dojia suo tr de wentf *~~~~ fiiJ1J]i (the questions thatev
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eryone has asked);

WQ suo renshi de pengyou ~f9fiA-J.,RI¥.JJ1ij1§.·(all my friends);

ju we suo zhi ii~F!T~(as far asI know);

you.suo tigao ~JJ!fmiWi (has enjoyed some improvement);

bei biaomian xianxiang suo mihuQ if~ 00 ~ ~ f!!T ~ ,
(misled by appearances).

suo JYf. is written as one unit with a following verb ina limit

ed number of words. The following are the most common words

of this type:

suowei JYfiP=1 (so-called);

su6y6u JYf1i (all, every);

suoshu efiH4 (that one is affiliated with);

su6zaiFJf:t£ (place, location).

9.2 .Tense:-Marking Particles
Tense-marking particles have already been discussed in

some detail in Chapter 5,. Verbs. It was noted there that the tense

markers zhe ff (indicating an action in progress) and guo :i::t (in

dicating a past experience) are always written as a single unit with

the verb they follow. The particle Ie 7 (indicating a completed

action) is sometimes, but not always, written as a single unit with

its verb. This is because Ie T ,unlike zhe fI and guo :it , may be

separated from its verb by other elements; and also because Ie 7
itself can act as a mood particle as well as ,a tense particle., (For

details on Ie 7 as a mood particle, see Section 3 of chapter.)

This section is devoted to a discussion of orthography

specificallyas.it relates to the tense particle Ie Y . Three rules are

laid out to help the student master the written forms of~this parti
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